Use of the robot assisted gait therapy in rehabilitation
of patients with stroke and spinal cord injury
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Difficulty in walking is a major feature of neurological disease, and loss of mobility is the activity of daily
living on which patients place the greatest value. The
impact on patients is enormous, with negative ramifications on their participation in social, vocational, and
recreational activities. In current clinical practice the
gait restoration with robotic device is an integral part
of rehabilitation program. Robot therapy involves the
use of a robot exoskeleton device or end-effector device to help the patient retrain motor coordination by
performing well-focused and carefully directed repetitive practice. The exoskeleton, as an assistive device,
is also an external structural mechanism with joints
and links corresponding to those of the human body.
These robots use joint trajectories of the entire gait
cycle and offer a uniform (more or less) stiff control
along this trajectory. In this field the new powered
exoskeleton ReWalk (Argo Medical Technologies Ltd)
was developed to have an alternative mobility solution to the wheelchair and rehabilitation treatment
for individuals with severe walking impairments, enabling them to stand, walk, ascend/descent stairs and
more. The end-effector-based robot is a device with
footplates placed on a double crank and rocker gear
system. Alternatives to powered exoskeletons are devices that use movable footplates to which the patient’s feet are attached. All devices include some form
of body weight support. Prominent goals in the field
include: developing implementable technologies that
can be easily used by patients, therapists, and clinicians; enhancing the efficacy of clinician’s therapies
and increasing the ease of activities in the daily lives
of patients.
Key words: Rehabilitation - Stroke - Spinal cord injuries Robotics - Orthothic devices.
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A

lmost 650 million people around the world live
with a disability, most of who require ongoing
intensive physiotherapy and rehabilitation. The most
common neurological causes of debilitation include
stroke, Parkinson’s disease (PD), cerebral palsy,
multiple sclerosis (MS) spinal cord injury (SCI) and
traumatic brain injury (TBI), are the main causes of
motor disability among adults and are expected to
impose an increasing social and economic burden
on our country.1
Difficulty in walking is a major feature of neurological disease, and loss of mobility is the activity
of daily living on which patients place the greatest
value.2 Walking ability, though important for quality
of life and participation in social and economic life,
can be adversely affected by neurological disorders
such as SCI, stroke or TBI.3 The impact of these
pathologies on patients is enormous, with negative
ramifications on their participation in social, vocational, and recreational activities. The neurological
field mostly aims to help restore muscle control or
to help foster muscle control in those born with little or none.
Musculoskeletal therapy assists in strengthening
and restoring functionality in the muscle groups and
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the administration of programmable and customized
rehabilitation programs.
It is composed by a mechanical structure where
the following modules are present: 1) actuators; 2)
energy supply; 3) proprioceptive and exteroceptive
sensors, providing information on the machine status and the interaction between the machine and
the environment, respectively; 4) a microcontroller,
dedicated to the processing of data from sensors
and generation of motor control commands; and
5) a human machine interface (graphical user interface), dedicated to user inputs, data recording and
feedback output.
For mobility-impaired patients, gait retraining is
an integral part of the rehabilitation treatment.14
Neurologic motor rehabilitation is directed toward
the re-learning of motor skills. Rehabilitation robotics is a special branch of robotics, which focuses on
machines that can be used to help people recover
from severe physical trauma. A specific focus on
biomedical engineering can also be considered, as
well as human-robot interaction. In this field, clinicians, physio-therapists, and engineers collaborate
in helping to rehabilitate patients.15 Different modalities of gait rehabilitation are used in neurological
lower limb rehabilitation, such as manually assisted
over-ground training and manually assisted treadmill training with or without the body weight support (BWS). Robotic devices have been developed
to relieve physical therapists from the strenuous and
not ergonomic burden of manual BWS.16, 17 Technological innovations provided an opportunity to
design interventions that take many key aspects for
stimulation of motor relearning.18 For gait training
it is then of the most critical importance to walk
repetitively in a natural gait similar to over-ground
gait 19, 20 and with the correct proprioceptive and
exteroceptive feedback.21
Though rehabilitation robotics has applications in
all three areas of physical therapy, most of the work
and development is focused on musculoskeletal
uses of robotics.
Recently the applications within the neurological
field have been increasing with the advancements in
robotic prosthesis. Prominent goals in the field include: developing implementable technologies that
can be easily used by patients, therapists, and clinicians; enhancing the efficacy of clinician’s therapies;
and increasing the ease of activities in the daily lives
of patients.
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the skeleton, and in improving coordination. The recovery of gait for all patients with impairments of
the central nervous system (CNS), e.g. stroke, SCI
and TBI is an integral part of rehabilitation and often
influences whether a patient can return home or to
work.4 In 2009 the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke reported that stroke is the
third leading cause of death in the United States and
the other developed world countries. It is the primary cause of long-term disability in these countries.
Concerning its risk factors, it has been shown that
aging is the most important independent risk factor for stroke.5 For the decades after the age of 55,
the stroke rate doubles.5 Also it is estimated that in
the EU, the proportion of the population aged over
65 will rise from 17.1% in 2008 to 30% in 2060 and
that the proportion of persons aged over 80 will rise
from 4.4% to 12.1% over the same period (EUROSTAT population projections). Neurological conditions, especially stroke, are a major cause of mortality and disability among these older populations,
whilst worryingly becoming more common in people of working age below 65 years.6, 7 Demographic
changes with remarkable aging of the general population will aggravate this problem, since the relative
incidence of stroke doubles for every decade after
55 years of age. Incidence of a first stroke in Europe
is about 1.1 million and prevalence about 6 million.
75% of stroke sufferers survive for at least one year.
Many individuals affected by a neurological impairment fail to recover the functional use of the lower
limbs, even after a prolonged rehabilitative treatment: these functional limitations are responsible
for the reduction in the quality of life.8 Furthermore,
more than 50% of all stroke events occur in patients
older than 75 years.5 In addition, there is a higher
prevalence of stroke in men than in women: the
stroke incidence was about 30% higher in men than
in women. After a stroke the muscle weakness, the
muscle tonus, the balance and the cardiovascular
condition contribute to decreasing walking velocity
and endurance, and finally increase the disability.9,
10 Lower extremity strengthening exercises and taskspecific training can be used to recovery walking
ability in individuals’ post-stroke.11-13
In current clinical practice the gait restoration
with robotic device is an integral part of rehabilitation program of brain-impaired patients.
A “rehabilitation machine” is a mechatronic or robotic system able to support the therapist during
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actuators provide most of the power necessary for
task performance. The human becomes part of the
system and applies a scaled-down force in comparison with the load carried by the exoskeleton.
The first exoskeleton was co-developed by General Electric and the United States military in the
1960s, and was named Hardiman (and which made
lifting 250 pounds [110 kg] feel like lifting 10 pounds
[4.5 kg]). It was impractical due to its 1,500 pound
(680 kg) weight (26). The project was not successful.
Every attempt to use the full exoskeleton resulted
in a violent uncontrolled motion, and as a result it
was never tested with a human inside. Exoskeletons
could also be regarded as wearable robots: a wearable robot is a mechatronic system that was designed
around the shape and function of the human body,
with segments and joints corresponding to those of
the person externally coupled with.
Increasing recognition from the scientific community means that this technology is now employed in
tele-manipulation, human-amplification, neuromotor control research and rehabilitation, and to assist with impaired human motor control. In clinical
rehabilitation practice the robotic exoskeletons were
conceived as an aid to mobility and are designed
to be used in numerous environments (indoor and
outdoor). Depending on the type of interface or adjustment system to the limb, a unilateral or bilateral
structure can be used. The configuration adopted
consisted of an exoskeleton that included knee and
ankle joints, lateral bars joined to the thigh (proximal), the leg (distal) and the foot (support and insole inserted into the shoe), and four securing bands
to the limb. An advantage of an exoskeleton is that
it moves in parallel with the skeleton of the patient,
so that no additional degrees of freedom are needed
to follow patient motions.29
Lower-limb orthoses, as the most common traditional solution to compensate for disorders related
to lower-limb muscular weakness affecting the ankle
and knees, are the unilateral knee, ankle and foot
orthoses. Also the prosthesis, a device that substitutes for a missing part can be used in rehabilitation treatment. Commercially partial solutions that
are available which permit knee flexion during the
swing phase but have completely restricted movement (a hollow shell and self-carrying) during the
stance phase of a limb can be used in conjunction
with a treadmill. Studies carried out on an exoskeleton that propose adaptive control methods which
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Robot Assisted Gait Therapy (RAGT) involves the
use of a robot orthotic device to help the patient
retrain motor coordination by performing well-focused and carefully directed repetitive practice.22, 23
The history of robot-assisted training started with
the adaptation of industrial robotic manipulators to
the field of rehabilitation.24 The field of robot assisted treadmill training has evolved significantly
during the last ten years, and the robotic devices
can be divided into exoskeletons and end effectorbased systems device. The first research on rehabilitation robotics dates back 1960s, in particular on
development of technologies to augment the abilities of able-bodied humans, which often focused
on military applications. In particular early research
in powered human exoskeleton devices began in
the late 1960s, almost in parallel between a number
of research groups in the United States and in the
former Yugoslavia.25 Furthermore, the history of rehabilitation engineering can be traced back to the
development of functional prosthesis. Functional
prosthesis can be considered the backbone of rehabilitation robotics. The exoskeleton research in
the United States can be traced back to 1965, when
the US Department and General Electric developed
HARDIMAN.26
Exoskeletons devices

The exoskeleton, as an assistive device, is an external structural mechanism with joints and links
corresponding to those of the human body. Most
exoskeleton robots that are currently being developed focus on the support of the entire gait cycle
as a single unit.27, 28 These robots use joint trajectories of the entire gait cycle and offer a uniform stiff
control along this trajectory. This means that the patient receives support in gait phases where support
is necessary but also in phases where support is not
necessary.
A powered exoskeleton is a powered mobile machine consisting primarily of an exoskeleton-like
framework worn by a person and a power supply
that supplies at least part of the activation-energy for
limb movement. The human wears the exoskeleton,
and its actuators generate torques applied on the
human joints. In utilizing the exoskeleton as a human power amplifier, the human provides control
signals for the exoskeleton, while the exoskeleton
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and raised to a standing position over the treadmill
where weight-bearing can be assessed. The articulated robot arms mounted to the upright structures
are hinged outward and are mechanically driven for
vertical adjustment.
The gait drive components are computer-controlled through position, time, and distance to provide
a smooth, accurate, and coordinated movement of
the legs and treadmill through variable speeds. The
robot arms move with 4 degrees of freedom corresponding to hip flexion/extension and knee flexion/
extension bilaterally. The robot arms provide assistance in the sagittal plane only. The device produces symmetrical reciprocal gait by providing forces
throughout the entire gait cycle, including swing
phase.38
The LOPES project (LOwer-extremity Powered ExoSkeleton) is to design and implement a gait rehabilitation robot for treadmill training. The target group
consists of people who have suffered a stroke and
have impaired motor control. In particular the LOPES
exoskeleton robot is a device which is attached in
parallel to the lower limb segments and moves in
unison with the patient.39 The main goals of LOPES
were: reduction of the physical load on the therapist/patient, more efficient gait training for stroke
patients and selective support of gait functions. Different from other common orthoses, LOPES’s exoskeleton is connected to the fixed world, at pelvis
height. This makes it possible to compensate for the
weight of LOPES, and to apply external corrective
joint torques or forces to the patient’s pelvis.40
The mechanical construction should offer assistance in leg movements in the forward direction and
in keeping lateral balance. Compared to other exoskeletons developed for gait training, LOPES has
more actuated degrees of freedom, supports a larger
range of impedances so that both unhindered walking (patient in charge mode) as fully passive walking (robot in charge mode) is possible. Within the
LOPES project, it has been decided to realize this by
connecting the limbs of the patient to an exoskeleton so that robot and patient move in parallel.
The ALEX exoskeleton robot was developed for
stroke survivors using active leg exoskeleton (ALEX)
and a force-field controller, which uses assist-asneeded paradigm for rehabilitation.41 In this paradigm undesirable gait motion is resisted and assistance is provided towards desired motion. The ALEX
II anthropomorphic exoskeleton is intended for gait
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minimize the interaction forces with the patient with
respect to an adaptable reference pattern, but these
still control the entire gait cycle.30
Studies have also shown that walking with the
current Lokomat™ frame requires significantly less
energy than normal walking.31 This means that patients are not walking as actively as possible but
are able to walk a greater distance. The first and
the most used exoskeleton’s lower limb robot is the
Lokomat™ (Hocoma SA, Switzerland).
The device is a motor-driven gait orthosis secured
to a patient’s legs while the patient him/herself is
supported by a BWS system over a motorized treadmill.32
This driven (motorized) gait orthosis (DGO) is a
computer-controlled, exoskeletal device wich generates passively guided, symmetrical lower-extremity trajectories that are consistent with a normal
physiological gait pattern. The DGO was attached
to the treadmill/support frame with a 4-bar linkage
and a spring-loaded counterweight system, which
provided vertical support and unweighting of the
exoskeletal device.33 The DGO provided trajectorycontrolled, guided assistance of the hip and knee
joints in the sagittal plane during both stance and
swing phases of gait, with non-actuated ankle support.34 Furthermore, only sagittal motions of the legs
are allowed, whereas the pelvis/trunk of the patient
is fixated.35 Hidler showed that in a healthy subject
sagittal plane joint moments were found to be quite
different, whereas during robot exoskeleton walking
trials, subjects demonstrated fewer dorsiflexor moments, fewer knee extensor moments, and greater
hip extensor moments. Joint powers in the sagittal
plane were found to be similar at the ankle but quite
different at the knee and hip joints. Also differences
in muscle activity (muscle activation patterns, joint
moments and joint powers) were observed between
the two walking modalities (active or passive), particularly in the tibialis anterior throughout stance,
and in the hamstrings, vastus medialis and adductor
longus during swing.36
The other commercial device the “AutoAmbulator” (Motorica, Israel) is a rehabilitation device designed to help patients get back on their feet after
suffering strokes or other debilitating injuries and
consisting of a treadmill, an overhead lift, a pair
of articulated arms, and 2 upright structures housing the computer controls and parts of the mechanism.37 The patients are attached to the overhead lift
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In the last time the new exoskeleton ReWalk (Argo
Medical Technologies Ltd) was developed to have an
alternative mobility solution to the wheelchair and
rehabilitation treatment for individuals with severe
walking impairments, enabling them to stand, walk,
ascend/descent stairs and more.
ReWalk is a new realization of the powered exoskeleton concept and provides user-initiated mobility; it consists of a light wearable brace support
suit, which integrates actuation motors at the joints,
an array of motion sensors, a computer system
based on sophisticated control and safety algorithms
and tailored rechargeable batteries. ReWalk enables
people with lower limb disabilities such as SCI and
Spina Bifida to carry out routine ambulatory functions.45
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rehabilitation of patients who have experienced a
stroke or spinal cord injury, or who are afflicted with
cerebral palsy or spina bifida. The device can be
attached to a user’s right or left leg while the user
walks on a treadmill, in addition to braces that attach to the user’s trunk, thigh, and shank.
ALEX II is also enabled with one or more degrees
of freedom at the trunk, hip, knee, and ankle, including powered flexion/extension at the hip and knee.
The device’s control architecture allows a user to
learn new gait patterns using force-field controllers
that assist or resist the user’s movements as needed.
The force-field controller achieves this paradigm by
effectively applying forces at the ankle of the subject
through actuators on the hip and knee joints (41).
The ARTHUS (Ambulation-assisting robotic tool
for human rehabilitation) is a device developed to
mechanically interact with a single leg during treadmill training. It consists of two moving coil brushless servo motors that drive either end of a two bar
linkage. In particular it provides motions to knee
and ankle joints in sagittal plane and can generate
substantial force required for gait training purpose.42
Also the robot, provides high-bandwidth force control at one attachment point in the parasagittal plane
(i.e., bottom of foot, lower shank, or knee). A recent
robotic device for the ankle joint has been developed to address the problem of drop foot that occurs during hemiparetic gait.43, 44
The device is a backdriveable or low end-point
impedance device that allows mobility at the ankle
joint in all three degrees of freedom (DOFs) but actuates the ankle in only two of those three DOFs,
namely dorsi/plantarflexion and inversion/eversion.
The ankle-bot weighs 3.6 Kg and has low static friction (<1 N-m). It is mounted proximally to the leg
and anterior to the shank to minimize perception of
loading.44
In particular the hybrid assistive limb (also known
as HAL) is a powered exoskeleton suit currently in
development by Tsukuba University in Japan. It has
been designed to expand and improve physical capability of users, particularly people with physical
disabilities. There are currently two prototypes: HAL
3, which has bulkier servo-motors and only has the
leg function, and HAL 5, which is a full-body exoskeleton for the arms, legs, and torso. HAL 5 is
currently capable of allowing the operator to lift and
carry about five times as much weight as he or she
could lift and carry unaided.
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End-effector devices

The end-effector-based robot is a device with
footplates placed on a double crank and rocker gear
system. Alternatives to powered exoskeletons are
RAGT devices that use movable footplates to which
the patient’s feet are attached. All devices include
some form of body weight support.
The first end-effector robot for gait training rehabilitation was the Gait Trainer (Reha-Stim Berlin).46
This device is a robot-assisted gait trainer with a
system of body-weight support. In particular the
device applies the principle of movable footplates,
where each of the patient’s feet is positioned on a
separate footplate whose movements are controlled
by a planetary gear system, simulating foot motion
during stance and swing. The foot plates were motor driven and control 3 DoF (?) of the foot within
the sagittal plane.
A planetary gear provides correct repartition of
stance and swing phase [60:40].46 Step length and
cadence could be set individually and the patient’s
knees are not fixed, in order to allow the therapists
access for physical contact with the patient and also
allows him to do minor corrections of the knee motion if needed.47 A good characteristic of this device
is a possibility to use the Functional Electrical Stimulation during the exercises and the possibility to
have the manual assistance from the physiotherapist
in real time.
A limitation of the gait trainer is that the only interaction takes place on the foot sole so that typical
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a rehabilitation treatment. The Haptic Walker robot
was the first device to additionally enable harnesssecured patients the repetitive practice of climbing
up and down stairs without overstressing therapists.53 The dimensions and the required high voltage during natural gait of healthy subjects limited its
clinical utility.50
The latest innovation in end effector machines is
the G-EO System rehabilitation robot (Reha Technologies, Italy).54 The footplates had 3 DoF each,
consenting the control of the length and the height
of the steps and the foot plate angles. The maximum
step length corresponded to 550 mm, the maximum
achievable height of the steps was 400 mm, the
maximum angles were ±90°. The maximum speed
of the footplates was 2.3 km/h.54 It is not combined
with a treadmill.
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poor joint stability of stroke patients cannot be controlled and it is not possible to deviate from the prescribed trajectory in space.48 Other limitations are
the incomplete unloading of the lower limb in the
swing phase of gait.
The mechanical gait device LokoHelp (LokoHelp
Group Germany) is a combined end-effector based
device system fixed onto the band of a motor-driven
treadmill, used in combination with a BWS harness,
that transmits the treadmill movement to levers that
induce the stance and swing phases. The main technical characteristic was that the device is designed to
be placed on a treadmill and can easily be installed
and removed and the patient is able to practice on
a fixed trajectory.49
The other end-effector based robot device HapticWalker is based on the principle of programmable
footplates and trajectories. In particular on such a
machine, the footplates are mounted on the end effectors of two separate robot arms. It is the first gait
rehabilitation device which is not restricted to training of walking on even ground.50 The system comprises two 3 DOF robot modules, moving each foot
in the sagittal plane. Foot movement along the two
base axes in this plane (horizontal, vertical) is performed by linear direct drive motors, which move
independently on a common rail, but are connected
via a slider-crank system.
The HapticWalker comprises a translatory and rotatory footplate workspace needed for permanent
foot attachment along arbitrary walking trajectories
during all phases of gait. The HapticWalker footplate
dynamics were designed so that not only smooth
foot motions at moderate walking speeds can be
accomplished, but also the realistic simulation of
walking speeds of up to 5 km/h with a maximum
acceleration of 3.5 g and 120 steps/min.51
The foot module contains a 6 DOF force/torque
sensor and the footplate. Each robot is based on
a modular machine design where the current foot
module can be substituted by a further 3 DOF module gaining 6 DOF at each footplate, thus enabling
free foot movement in 3D space (the foot plates allow practice of floor walking, stair climbing and stair
descending).52
The currently commercially available gait machines Lokomat, AutoAmbulator, LokoHelp and GT
I are limited to the repetitive exercise of walking on
the floor but stair climbing up and down, is an essential part of everyday mobility, and a main goal of
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Spinal Cord and RAGT

Body-weight-supported treadmill training (BWSTT)
were a first “robotic” rehabilitation intervention used
to promote the recovery of walking in individuals
with motor-incomplete SCI.55 More than two decades
ago it was observed that it was possible to induce locomotor movements in SCI cats over a treadmill with
partial BWS 56 and the training improved this ability.57
The first study on SCI patients and RAGT were
conduct on 2001 from Colombo et al.58 Similarly most recently it was confirmed that locomotor
movements could be evoked and trained in persons
with incomplete SCI over a treadmill using a partial BWS;59 patients showed a significant increase of
electromyographic (EMG) activity of the lower limbs
extensor muscles during the training, thus improving the walking function.60 Even in complete SCI
subjects it could induce a locomotor pattern and increase the extensor muscles EMG activity with the
training,61 but without a corresponding functional
improvement.
In Gorassini’s papers on people with chronic SCI,
increases in tibialis anterior and hamstring muscle
activity during treadmill locomotion were associated with improved ambulatory capacity following BWS.62 Also the BWS training can improve the
autonomic regulation of heart rate (HR) and blood
pressure (BP) and has a positive effect on vascular
dynamics.63 Comparison of RAGT with manually assisted treadmill training has shown that muscular ac-
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ments can improve muscle strength and movement
coordination in patients with neurological impairment.78, 79
The introduction of RAGT systems is said to have
the following advantages: a reduced number of rehabilitation staff needed to assist the patient in gait
training;80 normally, 2-3 of the staff are needed to
support the body weight of the patient, while also
assisting the patient’s leg movements and there is
also a non-trivial risk of injury to the human trainers
during physiotherapy.81 Hidler reports that as therapists become tired during the session, the patient
has to adjust to the changing assistance of the physiotherapist in addition to their impairment.82
Task-oriented repetitive movements could improve muscular strength and movement coordination in patients with impairments due to neurological
disorder that leads to motor control abnormalities,
weakness and spasticity.83 High-intensity and taskspecific robot therapeutic interventions consisting
of active, highly repetitive movements, as provided
by robot-mediated therapy, had led to significant
improvements in the cortical reorganization and
motor function in disabled people, more than one
year after the onset of stroke.84 With such a device,
the required amount of support to limb and foot
movements can be provided, thereby allowing active practice of movements when this is not possible otherwise. This increases the potential to train
intensively, with active contribution by the patient to
functional exercises.
The domain of application, rehabilitation of
stroke, has seen an increasing number of studies investigating use or robotic and virtual reality tools in
support of delivering rehabilitative treatment more
frequently.85, 86 Although many studies support the
argument in favour of advantages gained by robotmediated therapies, integration of these technologies into everyday clinical practice and for home use
has been very slow. The application of lower limb
rehabilitation robotics has been shown to be effective.87, 88 However, transfer of robotic training effects
to activities in daily life is limited, as is observed for
most interventions in stroke rehabilitation, including conventional therapy.89 This post-stroke therapy
is labour-intensive, usually relying on one-on-one
interactions with a trained therapist.
Although standardized evaluations are available,
patient progress is often evaluated subjectively,
with the therapist making hands-on or visual judg-
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tivity in patients and healthy controls were reduced
when walking with a robotic device.64, 65
In the last five years in order to overcome the limitations of traditional physiotherapeutic treatments
in SCI, robotic devices for rehabilitation have been
used on small number of patients: they are able to
provide a safe and intensive motor therapy to patients with mild, moderate and severe lower limb
motor impairment.66-69 These are the first attempts to
use the robotic devices in SCI. Unfortunately techniques for selecting important training parameters,
such as walking speed and body-weight support,
have not been established.70
Robotic devices with body-weight-support have
developed to assist leg movements and ensure adequate foot clearance during the swing phase in
patients with SCI.71, 72 Lam investigated the muscle
activity in nine ambulatory patients with incomplete
spinal cord injuries during rehabilitation treatment
by Lokomat robotic gait orthosis.73 The Lokomat robot is also used for Isometric force measurements
in the lower extremity of subjects with neurological movement disorders (NMD) because the walking ability has been shown to be related to muscle
strength. The muscle strength measurements can be
used in SCI to monitor and control the effects of
training programs.74
In a recent review the quality of current evidence
was assed as to the effectiveness of robot-assisted
gait training in spinal cord injured patients, focusing on walking ability and performance, but no
evidence that robot-assisted gait training improves
walking function more than other locomotor training strategies were found.75, 76 In particular Swinnen
showed that the limited number of studies in combination with the small number of patients treated
and the fairly low methodological scores, demonstrate the low level of evidence currently available
with regard to the effectiveness of robot-assisted gait
training in persons with SCI.77
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Stroke and RAGT
The rationale for the use of RAGT is related to the
evidence that stroke causes a partial destruction of
the cortical tissue and results in a disturbed generation of motor programs through the involvement of
sensorimotor areas too. Also robot-mediated sensorimotor training and task-oriented repetitive move-
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ing function in a variety of neurological diagnoses
but the process aimed at restoring walking function in patients with neurological pathology is challenged by the complexity and variability inherent to
these disorders.
Our experience and various articles examined
showed that RAGT provides versatile control approaches as a framework to the design of optimal
rehabilitation interventions and experimental motor
control studies, but the high cost of robot devices
raises the question of efficiency in comparison with
other training strategies.
It is unclear if the cost differences for the treatment of each patient would favor robot-assisted
treatment compared with more conventional therapies for patients with neurological diseases with
a moderate to severe lower-extremity impairment.
Only one paper analyses these crucial aspects in
upper limb robot rehabilitation in stroke patients.97
Future clinical evaluation should be conducted to
compare the effects of robot-aided training versus
non robot-aided training and manual BWSTT in a
long term randomized clinical trial.
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ments about a patient’s isolated motor control or
functional use of the affected limb. Different reviews show that robot-mediated sensorimotor training and task-oriented repetitive movements can improve muscle strength and movement coordination
in patients with neurological impairment.90, 91 Randomized controlled trials have shown the effectiveness of RAGT and promising effects on functional
and motor outcomes in patients after stroke.92, 93
Pohl et al. conducted a randomized controlled trial. It investigated the effect of repetitive locomotor training on an electromechanical gait trainer
(gait trainer GT I) plus physiotherapy in subacute
stroke patients (N.=155) and showed that Intensive
locomotor training plus physiotherapy resulted in a
significantly better gait ability and daily living competence in subacute stroke patients compared to
physiotherapy alone.48
A Cochrane Report that includes results observed
in trials with two devices, the Gait Trainer I and
the Lokomat, has reported that there is evidence to
suggest electromechanical gait training may improve
independent walking.94 A recent update published
in 2010 of this Cochrane was published in order
to justify the large equipment and cost in human
resources needed to implement electromechanicalassistive gait devices as well as to confirm the safety
and acceptance of this method of training.95
In this Cochrane study the author’s review provides evidence that the use of electromechanicalassisted gait training devices in combination with
physiotherapy increases the chance of regaining independent walking ability for patients after stroke.
It appears that patients in the acute and subacute
phase after stroke profit more than patients treated
more than three months post-stroke.96
Further, Geroin et al. showed that robot-assisted
gait training combined with transcranial anodal direct current stimulation has no additional effect on
robot-assisted gait training in patients with chronic
stroke but robot-assisted gait training again proved
more effective than conventional training in enhancing walking ability in patients with chronic
stroke.96
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Conclusions
Many authors have shown the efficacy of gait
training with robotic assistance on improving walk-
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